
week 6, IVDs were injected with BMP-7, marimastat, a hyaluronic

acid hydrogel or control solution to halt IVDD and/or initiate

regeneration. The project was terminated at week 18 and the pro-

gression of IVDD and/or IVD regeneration was evaluated using

radiography, MRI, micro-CT, histology, morphologic appearance and

by measuring the GAG content.

Results: Moderate degeneration was seen in all IVDs, except in the

control group. IVDD was detected using all different imaging

modalities, on morphology and on histology. No signs of regeneration

could be detected in any of the IVDs.

Conclusion: The rabbit annular puncture model is effective in pro-

ducing moderate IVDD however the degree of degeneration might be

to sever to successfully evaluate treatments aimed at early stage

IVDD. The read out parameters used all demonstrated consistent

findings.

Keywords: IVD degeneration, IVD regeneration, Animal model,

BMP-7, Marimastat

PREDICTORS OF POSTOPERATIVE FACET JOINT

K-M Schebesch, K Steib, M Proescholdt, AT Brawanski

Dept. of Neurosurgery, Medical Center, University of Regensburg,

Regensburg, Germany

Introduction: The postoperative Facet Joint Syndrome (pFJS) with

need for an interventional treatment is a common problem following

surgical intervention for lumbar herniated disc. Aim of this study was

the identification of possible predictors and individual characteristics

that may contribute to understand the pathophysiology and to avoid

the occurrence of this rather frequent postoperative complication.

Methods: In this retrospective series, we included 509 patients that

had been operated on a herniated lumbar disc in a three years interval

and postoperatively presented to our outpatient clinic. We determined

gender, age, pre- and postoperative neurological status, surgical

technique, duration of the surgical procedure, relapse of disc herni-

ation, rehab treatment and development of a FJS.

Results: 8.4% of all patients (n = 43) developed a pFJS. Patients with

pFJS were significantly older than those without pFJS (55.7 years

versus 50.9 years; p = 0.03), had significantly more often a history of

recurrent disc herniation (p = 0.001). Furthermore, the duration of the

surgical procedure (p = 0.01), intra- and postoperative complications

(bleeding, dural injury, p = 0.001) and the comorbidity (p = 0.001)

could be identified as predictors for pFJS. Additionally, discectomy

versus sequesterotomy and rehab treatment versus no rehab treatment

were statistically significant correlated to pFJS.

Conclusion: We clearly identified predictors for the development of

a pFJS following surgery for a herniated lumbar disc. Among these

are advanced age, long surgery time, intraoperative complications, a

history of recurrent disc prolapse, discectomy and no rehab treat-

ment. Our results characterize a profile for patients at high risk for

the development of a clinical evident postoperative facet joint

syndrome.

Keywords: Facet joint syndrome, lumbar disc herniation

DAMAGE ANALYSIS OF DEGENERATED PROLAPSED
INTERVERTEBRAL DISC TISSUE WITH SCANNING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
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A Heilmann2, HJ Meisel2

1Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials, Department of
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2BG Clinics ‘‘Bergmannstrost’’ Halle, Department of Neurosurgery,
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Low back pain is a symptom affecting nearly 75% of the human

population. One common clinical problem is the intervertebral disc

herniation after degeneration. Until now, the grade of degeneration in

the disc has been unknown. The reasons is the absence of a well

described failure model for human intervertebral discs, up to today. It

has been confirmed that the ultrafine structure of the two types of disc

tissues (annulus fibrosus and nucleus pulposus) significantly influence

the disc stability. Conventional clinical imaging techniques like CT

and MRI are not able to visualize tissue morphology and tissue

damages on this structure level.

In our investigations, we analyzed the degradation level of interver-

tebral disc tissues directly after lumbal sequestrectomy on the micro

structural level by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It is assumed

that during the first hour, the tissue crushed during disc herniation has

the same morphology as the remaining intervertebral disk tissue. The

method allows the determination of the tissue morphology at high

resolution. In the extracted tissue, we visualized different regions with

characteristic micro structural damage behaviors, such as regions of

prevalent micro cracks, or regions of fiber matrix delamination or

fiber bridging. In previous investigations of uninjured intervertebral

disc tissue these failures were not analyzed. We plan to compare the

microstructural analysis by SEM with preceding MRT images to

develop a clinical rating scale for degeneration. In this way, a further

step can be taken to develop a function preserving therapy method for

the regeneration of the intervertebral disc and to assure a long time

success of surgery.

AN IMAGING STUDY OF A NUCLEUS PULPOSUS
HYDROGEL IN CANINE CADAVERIC SPINES

LA Smolders, N Bergknut, LH Koole, A van der Veen,

A Lagerstedt, H Hazewinkel, B Meij

Dept. of Clinical Sciences of Companion Animals, Faculty of

Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Introduction: Early intervention in the process of intervertebral disc

(IVD) degeneration may be aimed at replacing the diseased nucleus

pulposus (NP). A recently developed NP replacement was com-

prised of the hydrogel N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone copolymerized with

2-(40-iodobenzoyl)-oxo-ethyl methacrylate. Novel features of the NP

hydrogel were intrinsic radiopacity and its ability to swell in situ to

fit the cavity created after nucleotomy. Aims: (1) To evaluate the

ability of the NP hydrogel to fills the entire nucleus cavity using

radiography, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI). (2) To investigate by radiography if the NP

hydrogel is able to restore disc height after swelling in the nucle-

otomized IVD.

Methods: In three canine spinal specimens from middle-sized mixed

breed dogs, the NPs of the L7-S1 IVD were isolated and the

dimensions were measured using a Vernier caliper. Based on the

averaged measurements, the NP hydrogel prototype was fabricated

and inserted in its dry form into a canine cadaveric spinal segment and

allowed to swell overnight at 38�C. The integrity of the NP implant

and the filling of the nucleus cavity were assessed before and after

swelling using radiography, CT, and MRI. Subsequently, the NP

hydrogel was macroscopically assessed in situ. In 10 other spinal

specimens, the disc height of the L7-S1 IVD was measured on lateral

radiographs before and after nucleotomy and after insertion and

swelling of the NP hydrogel.

Results: Both on imaging and macroscopic evaluation the NP

hydrogel appeared to have a very good fit. After insertion and

swelling of the NP hydrogel, normal disc height was restored in 9 of

the 10 spinal segments.

Conclusion: The NP hydrogel may serve as a promising replacement

for the natural NP.
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VTE IN SCI—IS CHEMOPROPHYLAXIS OVER
EMPHASIZED?

RN Srivastava

King George’s Medical College, CSM Medical University

Introduction: Venous Thrombo Embolism (VTE) remains an

important cause of morbidity and mortality in patients of acute SCI.

This study evaluates the incidence and clinical features of VTE in SCI

and the role of LMWH in prophylaxis.

Methods: This study was conducted on 70 patients admitted within

2 days of injury. The cases were randomly divided in two groups - 35

patients were kept on medical thromboprophylaxis alone (GpI), and

35 were kept on LMWH and oral anticoagulants (Gp II).

Results: Incidence of VTE in GpI was 8.57%, and in GpII was 5.71%.

Maximum incidence(60%) of VTE was found in between sixth to ninth

day of injury. Incidence of VTE was found to be maximum in

patients with motor complete lesion(‘p’ = 0.03), higher in obese

patients(‘p’ = 0.06), higher in patients with associated injury to other

part of body(‘p’ \ 0.001),higher in patients with complications like

RTI, UTI, bedsore, pus discharging wound(‘p’ \ 0.1). With treatment

(LMWH, oral anticoagulant and physiotherapy) signs and symptoms of

VTE remits on an average duration of 22.8 days. Swelling was the most

common clinical symptom followed by unexplained fever. Increase in

the circumference of the lower extremity/edema was the most common

clinical sign followed by erythema. Other defined sign such as Ho-

man’s sign, Louvel sign, Lowenberg sign and Moses sign were absent

in all the cases, suggesting little significance of these signs in diag-

nosing VTE in acute SCI patients. The absence of these signs in SCI

could be because of these patients being neurologically compromised.

Conclusion: Incidence of VTE in SCI is not as high as projected.

LMWH does not prevent VTE but has an important role in treating

VTE once developed. Physiotherapy and mechanical thrombopro-

phylaxis is an important and cost effective means of preventing VTE.

Presence of a septic foci due to any cause increases the risk/incidence

of VTE in SCI patients. This is statistically significant and this

observation has not been reported in literature so far. Duplex ultra-

sound is a safe, non-invasive and cost effective investigation for

confirming VTE as compared to venography.

Keywords: Spinal cord injury, venous thromboembolism, low

molecular weight heparins

MOTOR SEGMENTAL RECOVERY IN SPINAL CORD
INJURY—A BLESSING IN DISGUISE!

RN Srivastava

King Georges Medical College, CSM Medical University

Introduction: Spinal cord does not regenerate once damaged but

nerve roots do so if an optimum environment is provided. Although

distal neurological recovery is unlikely in ASIA Impairment Scale

A(complete lesions), root recovery at the site of injury can occur.

ASIA has recognized Zone of partial preservation & Zonal segmental

recovery below the neurological level. Such a recovery in motor

functions may make all the difference in final outcome of ambulation

& functional status of the patient.

Methods: 100 Thoracolumbar injuries in ASIA A underwent surgery.

In 60, posterior instrumentation alone (Gp1) and in 40 posterior

instrumentation with laminectomy (Gp2) was done. Results of these

were compared with randomly picked up 100 similar cases treated

conservatively (Gp3).

Results: Merits of surgery (Gp1&Gp2) over conservative (Gp3) were

many in terms of reduction & stability, pain-function scores, total

hospital stay, ambulation mode and time. There was no significant

difference in distal neurological recovery of spinal cord in conser-

vative and surgical groups. ASIA A remained ASIA A in 80% in

group-I; 77.7% in group-II; 88% in group-III. When ASIA A

recovered to ASIA D/E then distal neurological recovery was said to

be functional (FDNR). FDNR was almost similar in all three groups-

11.67% in group-I; 12.5% in group-II and 7.0% in Group-III. Motor

segmental recovery (MSR) in zone of partial preservation was found

to be more in surgical group than conservative group- 68.33% in

group-I; 92 % in group-II and 40.0% in Group-III. MSR was said to

be significant ‘‘MSR-Sig’’ only when at least 2 key muscles had

power of more than 3 on both the sides. ‘‘MSR-Sig’’ was found to be

more in surgical group - 26.67% in group-1, 47.5% in group-II and

13% in group-III. When laminectomy was added to posterior instru-

mentation ‘‘MSR-Sig’’ was statistically significant.

Conclusion: life, any attempt to make them stand or walk with

supports will be a milestone in management of these complete

lesions. Although we have little control over distal neurological

recovery, every effort should be made to facilitate segmental recovery

of spared nerve roots. Laminectomy was a procedure condemned in

the past. It was said that - it produces posterior instability, converts a

stable fracture into an unstable one and had no added benefits. We

have found encouraging results with laminectomy, it is safe, easy to

perform with few complications. It did not produce any instability

possibly because of augmentation by rigid instrumentation and

grafting. It allows direct visualization of dura and roots to identify the

extent of damage and to decompress. Laminectomy when added to

Posterior Instrumentation facilitated motor segmental recovery of

spared nerve roots. This was a blessing in disguise in complete tho-

racolumbar injuries (ASIA A) where MSR-Sig of the L2 & L3 roots

made all the difference between an ambulatory life (with braces) and

an otherwise permanent wheel chair bound life.

Keywords: Spinal cord injury, complete lesion, instrumentation and

laminectomy, motor segmental recovery

USE OF COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION OF ENGINEERING
PARAMETERS IN TISSUE-ENGINEERING BIOREACTORS
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H Derakhshanfar, B Zandieh Doulabi

Dept. of Biomed. Eng., Research Center for New Technologies in
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Introduction: The design of tissue-engineering (TE) bioreactors,

used to construct new functional 3D tissues in vitro, is based on

several biological as well as engineering aspects. Since the outcome

of a bioreactor is a biological product, the engineering parameters e.g.

internal and external mass transfer, fluid dynamics, shear stress and

etc. are generally underestimated and hardly investigated. As each

cell culture demands for different operating conditions in a bioreactor,

finding the optimal engineering parameters using computerized sim-

ulation and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is crucial for

prediction the outcomes of cell cultures.

Methods: Computerized modeling and CFD analysis are used to

simulate the culture medium profile as well as oxygen, carbon diox-

ide, nutrient and metabolism waste material transports and predict the

experiments’ results. The model and CFD analysis was tested on a

newly designed perfusion TE bioreactor with a chamber for rat der-

mal fibroblast (RDF) proliferation culture. The flow rate of 10 to 40

[ml/min] was regulated by peristaltic pumps.

Results: The results of different flow rates of culture medium

prove that applied model for culturing condition can predict the
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